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Thanks to Lola Wilcox for the following review of Vital 
Involvement in Old Age: 

I discovered the book Vital Involvement in Old Age by 
Erik and Joan Erikson, and Helen Q. Kivnick, when 
preparing a workshop on aging a few years ago for 
Associated Consultants International (ACI). The consultants 
were determining what would be useful information for 
the world?s aging population. They found framing aging as 
another developmental crisis helpful. 

Most of us pay attention to developmental stages in our 
family and friend?s young children. We ask ?Is the baby 
walking yet? Talking yet? Bathroom yet? Reading yet?? 
Sometimes later on we ask ?Graduating? Driving yet? 
Dating yet? Married yet?? Piaget published on children?s 
stages of physical development as Erikson published (in 
1959) on eight stages of ego development. During each 
stage a person experiences a crisis ? psychological, social 
and sometimes physical ? which must be negotiated well 
for the person to continue to grow. Adaptation is essential; 
mal-adaptation leads to il lness. The goal is to manage the 
oppositions and achieve balance.  

Erikson Eight Stages: 

Vital Involvement was the f irst Erikson book to carry wife 
Joan?s name as co-author, although Erik often 
acknowledged her role in all his work. Joan independently 
developed Art Therapy, all the early methods of using the 
arts to aid recovery. 

The 8th stage was an addition to the original theory, and 
was developed as Erik and Joan approached their own ?old 
age?. The book explores their research. They found that 
many elders, lacking ?technological? skil ls, are viewed as 
outdated and useless. So the adult ?casts about for some 
comfortable way to ?spend? whatever money and time 
they have in the twenty or more possible years of aging. 

Maintaining this large ?functionless? segment of the 
population can be a catastrophe for any society.? (Pp. 
294-5) It is interesting to speculate that with the advent of 
Artif icial Intell igence and robots, most of the world?s 
people soon will be experiencing being ?Functionless?. 
What elders have learned in the last f if ty years about how 
to live well when not ?working? will become essential 
knowledge. 

What the Eriksons note to be crit ical to successful aging 
is Vital  Involvement . They encourage adults to meet the 
?urgent challenge squarely?. (p.295) Tend to health by 
getting ?out of the bleachers? and playing. Discover how to 
keep aff il iations and form new ones, especially with 
younger people. Reject the stereotypes of ?old is ugly? ? 
see being old as being vintage wine. Volunteer where skil ls 
are useful. Stay engaged in the issues. Grandparent. Insist 
on mobility freedom: entrances, exits, walks, buses, cars 
that work for mobility challenged adults. Lifelong learning. 
Get in the game, be vitally involved in life. That?s 
developmental success in this stage of l ife.   

Elise Bolding of Boulder Quaker Meeting identif ied 
another stage, not specif ically mentioned by the Eriksons. 
When she retired she said she would spend her last ten 
years ?heaven seeking?. There is a f inal development in 
aging that is stil l Vital Involvement, but the engagement is 
with Spirit, rather than the world. A few of the skil ls and 
tools of this stage include contemplation, prayer, retreat, 
and supportive community.   

The book Vital Involvement in Old Age is in our wonderful 
l ibrary; if  you are an elder, or you support an elder, go 
check it out. It is worth a read.  

Library news: 

Thanks to everyone who supported our May Book Table. 
Our next book table will be in the fall. If  you have any 
suggestions about what kinds of books you would like to 
see featured on future book tables, please let me know. 
My email address is haleyerg@gmail.com; this is probably 
the easiest way to get in touch with me. 

In the meantime, the library is open for business this 
summer, so please come and see what is available for your 
summer reading. 

-Elsie Galbreath Haley 


